
H I K I N G  C H E C K - L I S T

Preparation is essential for any outdoor  
adventure. Having the necessary supplies 

and equipment can make a difference in  
your overall enjoyment and experience.

Check-List Hiking

1. MEINDL Bavarian shoemaker Meindl continues over 300 years of quality shoemaking with the evolution of its Island trekking boot, 
a perennial favorite since first being introduced in 1990. The newest iteration of the Meindl Island features an advanced MFS Memory 
Foam system that provides individualized comfort in wear.____2. CAMPFIRE COLOGNE Trapped in the urban jungle but yearning for 
the forest? Light up some cedar sticks over your flannel shirt or beard to enjoy the smells of campfire memories. 3. ANOTHER ESCAPE 
Draw inspiration from creativity lovingly presented in this biannual print publication introducing inquisitive, innovative people who are 
excited about the world around them.

1. SWAROVSKI Crystal clear binoculars to discover the beauty of nature, the Swarovski Habicht offers state-of-the-art optical precision in 
traditional design, both lightweight and rugged.____2. FILSON Since 1914 Filson’s Mackinaw wool Cruiser jacket has provided outdoorsmen 
with durable warmth and comfort. Perfect for layering in the classic Alaska fit or in the slimmer Seattle fit for a more versatile look.____ 
3. GRAYL The Grayl Stainless-Steel Water Filtration Cup works like a coffee press to filter out bacteria, viruses and other impurities in 
15–20 seconds. A replaceable filter or optional purifier lasts 300 uses to make 40 gallons (150 l) of drinking water.____4. FILSON Limited 
edition issue of the Filson Cruiser Shirt in 100 % virgin Yukon wool, patented in 1912 to meet the needs of outdoorsmen of the Pacific 
Northwest. Presented in a commemorative wooden box with a tin cloth envelope containing copies of the original patent documents.
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